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Nowadays, a rapid growth in the rate of life expectancy can be seen especially in the developed
countries. Accordingly, the population of elderlies has been increased. By another point of view, the
number of hospitals, retirement homes along with medical staffs has not been grown with a same rate.
Hence, Home Health Care (HHC) operations including a set of nurses and patients have been
developed recently by both academia and health practitioners to consider elderlies’ preferences willing
to receive their cares at their homes instead of hospitals or retirement homes. To alleviate the
drawbacks of pervious works and make HHC more practical, this paper introduces not only a new
mathematical formulation considering new suppositions in this research area but also a solution
approach based on Lagrangian relaxation theory has been employed for the first time. The main
strategy of used algorithm aims to fill the gap between the lower bound and upper bound of problem
and finds a solution which has both optimality and feasibility properties. By generating a number of
numerical examples, results show the performance of the proposed algorithm analyzed by different
criteria as well as the efficiency of developed formulation through a set of sensitivity analyses.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
In these days, an increase in the life expectancy for
developed countries as well as a decrease in the
preference of old people for the informal care are likely
to lead an increase for the demand of Home Health Care
(HHC)’s services especially in the last decade [1]. As
pointed out by European Commission [2], the
population of 60 years-old and over has been grown
from 17 percent in 1980 to 22 percent in 2004.
Furthermore, this factor approximately may be
increased to 32 percent in 2030. Additionally, the life
expectancy for both men and women show a great
growth in the last decade. It is also estimated that this
factor for men increases from 68 to 76 and also for
women shows a bigger growth from 76 to 84 in
European countries [3]. On the other hand, the number
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of hospitals and retirement homes has not been
increased in a same rate for the population of older than
60-year old. These reports and reasons indicate the
importance of HHC services for the current population
of these countries [3]. In addition, more than two-thirds
(69.1 percent) of home health care recipients are over
age 65. In the United States, Medicare is the largest
single payer of home care services [4]. For instance,
Medicare spending was approximately 41 percent of the
total home health care and hospice expenditure in 2009
[5]. Besides, approximately $72.2 billion was projected
to be spent on home health care in this year.
Accordingly, the number of persons employed in U.S.
HHC is surprisingly increased during this century.
Figure 1 shows a statistical graph related to this issue 2.
As can be seen, there were approximately 1,495,000
persons employed in HHC of U.S.
2

https://www.statista.com/statistics/185249/persons-employed-inhome-health-care-services-in-the-us-since-2000/
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This section follows four sections. Section 2
describes the used mathematical model. Section 3
considers our Lagrangian relaxation-based algorithm
with its steps. Section 4 performs the experimental
computation through a set of numerical instances.
Finally, the last section proposes the conclusion and
future works.
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Figure 1. Number of persons employed in HHC services in
the U.S. from 2000 to 2016

Clearly, this issue reveals the importance of economic
driver of HHC services [6].
The Home Health Care Routing Problem (HHCRP)
is a preliminary of Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) [4,
5]. It has been known as a NP-hard problem.
Accordingly, exact algorithms are often not able to find
optimal solution for this problem in a reasonable time
[7].
In 2012, Rasmussen et al. [8] suggested a home care
crew-scheduling problem as a type of VRP with Time
Window (VRPTW). Besides, Nickel et al. [9] firstly
added Master Schedule Problem (MSP) and Operational
Planning Problem (OPP) into HHCRP. In another recent
study, Liu et al. [10] considered different heuristics
based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Tabu Search
(TS) to address the HHCRP. In another similar work,
Liu et al. [5] developed a hybrid TS based on local
searches to explore the feasible and infeasible solutions.
Mankowska et al. [11] added the interdependencies of
services for HHCRP. They also proposed an MILP
model and to solve the model, the exact method by
using GAMS software was utilized. In 2015, Hiermann
et al. [12] offered a multi-modal HHCRP by considering
a case study in Austria. The main contribution was to
propose a number of metaheuristics: VNS, Memetic
Algorithm (MA), Scatter Search (SS) and a simulated
annealing hyper-heuristic. In addition, Fikar and Hirsch
[13] added some new assumptions such as the
possibility of walking to patients and interdependencies
of services. Braekers et al. [3] was among the first
studies to develop a bi-objective HHCRP. Their goal
was to find a trade-off between the total cost and patient
inconvenience. In 2017, Shi et al. [6] introduced
VRPTW based on fuzzy numbers. They applied a
hybrid GA to solve the benchmarked instances of
VRPTW. In 2018, Cappanera et al. [14] developed a
robust optimization model for HHCRP under demand
uncertainty in a multiple-day horizon time. Recently,
Lin et al. [4] developed an integrated model to consider
both nurse scheduling and VRPTW in HHCRP by
applying a hybrid Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA)
and GA.

2. RROBLEM MODELLING
In this section, a new MILP formulation is proposed.
The main activities of a HHC company reveal that the
drugs or medical instruments from a pharmacy to the
patients should be delivered. Then, after visiting all
patients, the biological samples are collected to
transform from patients’ home to the laboratory. To
graph the proposed HHCRP, Figure 2 depicts an
assumed instance with 15 patients and 3 nurses.
The developed HHCRP considers the following
assumptions:
 The developed model is a type of single objective
optimization MILP model.
 The HHCRP involves numerous patients with a set
of nurses and only one pharmacy and one laboratory.
 The demand (required drug) of each patient must be
met.
 There are different types of transportation systems
including different cars, public trains, etc., in which
they are considered in the model by assigning
different types of capacities and transportation costs
of the vehicle type k for each unit of travelled
distance from patient i to patient j.
 Each nurse starts from the pharmacy and goes to the
laboratory after visiting his/her assigned patients.
 The working time and required drugs for each
patient should be estimated before the visit.
 The location of the pharmacy and laboratory are
predefined.
The time window is considered for the HHC services.

Pharmacy
Laboratory
Patient
Figure 2. Graphical illustration of proposed HHCRP [6]
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 To control the transportation cost more efficiently, a
penalty value is considered for the overall distance
travelled by the nurses.
The notations of developed HHCRP including indices,
parameters and decision variables are stated as follows:
Indices:
Indices of patients, i, j {1, 2,..., M }
i, j

Wi
Ei
Li

Regarding the above notations, it should be mentioned
k is the symbol of starting from pharmacy, while
that X ojn
X ik0 n is the symbol of ending at laboratory for the routes
of nurses. In the following, the MILP formulation of
introduced HHCRP is presented and illustrated.
N

M

M

N

k 1 n 1 i 1 j 1

K

n 1 k 1

(1)

s.t.
N

K

M

 X

 1, i  M

(2)

 1, i, j  M , n  N

(3)

n 1 k 1 j 1

K

X
k 1

M

k
ijn

k
ijn

M

 A  X
i 1

i

j 1

k
ijn

 CAPk , k  K , n  N

k 1 j 1

M

i 1

The traveling time from patients i to j
Amount of penalty for nurses for over distance
PEN
traveling between patients ( 1  PEN  5 )
A positive large number, this parameter is generated
BIG
to construct the time window constraints
Maximum desired traveled distance for the nurse n
MDISnk
by using transportation system k
Demand of patient i (amount of drugs required for
Ai
patient i)
Biological samples collected from patient i to
Bi
transform the laboratory
Decision variables:
It gets 1 if the nurse n by using transport system k
X ijnk
visits the patient i before patient j; otherwise it gets
0.
Denotes the time at which nurse n begins to service
Sin
the patient i.
Overall distance traveled by nurse n using transport
Onk
system k.

K

M

(4)

k
ijn

 CAPk , k  K , n  N

 1, n  N

k
ojn

(5)

(6)

M

k
ihn

k
  X hjn
 0, h  M , k  K , n  N
j 1

M

Tij

k
Z  Min( Dij  TCk  X ijn
  Onk  TCk  PEN )

K

j 1

 X

X

Transportation cost per unit of distance for transport
system k
The capacity of transport system k
The working time for the nurse to service the patient
i
The earliest service time for the patient i
The latest service time for the patient i

CAPk

i 1

i 1

Parameters:
Dij
Distance between patients i and j
TCk

M

i

X

Index of nurses, n {1, 2,..., N}
Index of transport systems, k {1, 2,..., K}

n
k

M

B  X

k
i 0n

 1, k  K , n  N

(7)

(8)

K

k
Sin  Tij  Wi  BIG  (1   X ijn
)  S jn , i, j  M , k  K , n  N
k 1

Ei  Sin  Li , i  M , n  N
M

(9)
(10)

M

Onk  ( Dij  X ijnk )  MDISnk

(11)

Sin , Onk  0

(12)

X ijnk {0,1}

(13)

i 1 j 1

Equation (1) shows the objective function in two terms.
The first and second terms are considered the routing
and scheduling of nurses to visit the patients. In the first
one, due to travelled distance for the nurses by
transportation system type k, the transportation cost is
considered to be minimized. As per the second term, the
overall travelled distance for nurses regarding to the
maximum desired travelled distance by considering the
type of transportation system is computed by adding a
penalty value to calculate the extra transportation costs.
There are also a number of constraints in the proposed
model. Equation (2) indicates each patient is visited
only once. Equation (3) shows that each nurse is
assigned to only one vehicle. Equations (4) and (5)
ensures that the used transport system should have
enough capacity to transform the patient’s drugs as well
as the biological samples. Equation (6) represents that
each nurse starts from its pharmacy. Equation (7) shows
that the nurse visits the patient and then leaves the
patient. This constraint reduces the extra number of
unfeasible sub-tours for the model. Equation (8) also
guarantees that each nurse should go back to the
laboratory after visiting the patients. Equation (9) is
designed to ensure that each nurse n cannot arrive at
patient j before, Sin  Tij  Wi .This constraint makes the
model more complex. Equations (9) and (10) guarantee
that the time window is existed according to the earliest
and the latest of availability of patients. Equation (11)
calculates the over traveled distance for the nurses from
a maximum desired distance by considering the
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employed transport system. Finally, Equations (12) and
(13) enforce the non-negativity restrictions and binary
variables of the developed HHCP, respectively.

k
be reduced ( X ijn
) to make it feasible. According to the

3. SOLUTION APPROACH

the restricted decision variable in the original
formulation, the initial upper bound is generated. Note
that although this solution may not be optimal, it will be
a feasible solution for the original problem [20].

This paper employs a Lagrangian relaxation-based
algorithm as a type of sub-gradient algorithm to solve
the combinatorial optimization problems [15]. The
proposed methodology involves two main components
i.e. lower and upper bounds. First of all, the proposed
formulation should be relaxed by eliminating a set of
constraints from the model and adding them into the
objective function [16]. Then, these constraints are
multiplied by Lagrange multipliers. In regards to the
present relaxed problem, solving it in the case of
minimization, provides a lower bound for the original
formulation [17]. Then, this solution should be utilized
in the original model by generating a feasibility
procedure. This feasible solution forms the upper bound
of the original formulation. By employing these lower
and upper bounds, the algorithm aims to fill the gap
between them and finds a solution which has both
optimality and feasibility properties [18].
3. 1. Relaxed Problem
To achieve the relaxed
problem, a number of hard constraints should be relaxed
from the original formulation. Since the constraint in
Equation (9) is a big-M type constraint, it makes the
model more difficult. Setting the path of nurses by
considering the availability times of patients reduces the
space of feasible solutions. This constraint is also a
version of Miller-Tucker-Zemlin subtour of elimination
constraint [19]. So, the relaxed formulation of the
problem with Lagrange multiplier  ijn is as follows:
M

M

matrix space of decision variable, a set of arrays equaled
to 1 are randomly changed to zero. This reduction will
be continued to make feasible matrix of X ijnk . By solving

3. 2. Updating the Lower Bound and the Upper
Bound
Regarding the adopted Lower Bound (LB)
and Upper Bound (UB) for the proposed problem, the
main loop of proposed Lagrangian relaxation-based
algorithm is structured as follows:
Step 0: Initialize the Lagrange multiplier  ijn0 and set t=0;
Step 1: Let  ijn   ijnt and solve the relaxed problem ( Z " ).
Then, consider the obtained decision variable with the
optimal solution of Z to update the LB as follows:
t
( ijn
)

LBt 1  max( LBt , Z( t ) )

(15)

ijn

Step 2: According to the optimal solution of Z t , if
( )
ijn

this solution yield an unfeasible solution, the number of
assigned patients to the nurses will be decreased until
the restricted problem provides a feasible solution.
Consequently, the UB will be updated as follows:
UBt 1  min(UBt , Z(t X k ) )

(16)

ijn

Step 3: The Lagrange multiplier should be updated as
follows:
t 1
t
 ijn
 max( ijn
 t 
K

k
( Sin  S jn  Tij  Wi  BIG  (1   X ijn
)), 0)

(17)

k 1

N

Z "  Min(  ijn 
i 1 j 1 n 1

K

k
( Sin  S jn  Tij  Wi  BIG  (1   X ijn
)))

(14)

k 1

s.t.
Equations (2)-(8) and (10)-(13)
To achieve the initial lower bound, the above
formulation has been solved. Then, the decision
variables of model ( X ijnk ) are employed by the original
formulation to find the lower bound of model. Note that
although this solution may be not feasible, it will be an
optimal solution for the original problem [16].
Additionally, an upper bound to start the main loop
of methodology is also needed to be explored. A simple
approach to get the upper bound is to change the
obtained solution from the relaxed model (lower bound)
to make it feasible for the original problem [15]. In this
case, the number of assigned nurses and patients should

where  t  f t 

UBt  UBt 1 and being f a number
(UBt 1  LBt 1 )2

distributed by U (0, 2) in the first iteration and it is
decreased during the number of iterations by
f t 1  f t   without any improvement. Note that  is
reduction rate taken between 0.5 and 1;
Step 4: t=t+1;
Step 5: If a feasible LB reaches or t satisfies the
maximum number of iteration ( Maxit ) then, stop and
display LB. Otherwise, go to Step 1;
Generally speaking, the proposed methodology has
0
three input parameters including  ijn
, f 0 and  . These
parameters should be tuned before running the
algorithm to enhance its performance. Among them, the
most important parameter of the algorithm is an initial
Lagrange multiplier  ijn0 .
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4.COMPUTATIONAL EXPERMENTS

TABLE 2. The algorithm’s factors and their levels
Algorithm

4. 1. Relaxed Problem
Here, twelve test
problems with three classifications i.e. small: SP1 to
SP4, medium: MP5 to MP8 and large sizes: LP9 to
LP12 are presented. These test problems have been
nechmarked from Fathollahi-Fard et al. [21]. Table 1
shows the sizes of problem instances. The maximum
number of iterations for Lagrangian relaxation based
algorithm (LB) is set by increasing the size of problem
[15].

1

A: Lagrangian multiplier
( )
B: Updater of Lagrangian
multiplier ( f )

LB

C: Rate of reduction (  )

Levels
2
3

4

0.01

0.1

0.5

0.8

1

1.5

1.8

1.95

0.85

0.9

0.95

0.99

To decrease the number of trials for the implemented
algorithm, Taguchi method suggests a set of orthogonal
array [28, 29]. According to the factors and their levels,
Taguchi method offers L16 for LB method.

4. 2. Tuning
Here, Taguchi method offered by
Taguchi [22] is utilized to achieve a well selected of
algorithm’s parameters. This method was first
considered to decrease the number of experiments in
quality engineering topics [21, 23]. Generally, two wellknown methods i.e. Signal-to-Noise (S/N) and Relative
Percentage Deviation (RPD) are used in this
methodology to set a proper number of parameters [2426]. The higher value of S/N brings a better quality [27].
The lower value of RPD brings the better quality.This
study considers maximum four levels for the factors of
LB. The complementary information about the factors is
given in Table 2.

4. 3. Evaluation of Developed Algorithm
Inspecting the results in Table 3, the proposed
Lagrangian relaxation-based algorithm finds a feasible
LB in half of the test problems (SP1 to MP6). In the rest
of the test problems,a feasible LB has not reached until
the end of iterations. The main disadvantage of method
is referred to computational time which increases by the
sizes of problem, exponentially. Generally speaking, the
time computational of algorithm is clearly lower than an
exact algorithm.
4. 4. Sensitivity Analysis
The penalty value for
overall traveled distance of the length of tour of nurses
to visit their patients ( PEN ) by some sensitivity
analyses have been performed by increasing the amount
of this parameter. Table 4 gives the details of
experiments. To identify the behavior of objective
function, the given values are depicted in Figure 3.
From the results, generally, an increase in this parameter
leads to an increase in the behavior of objective
function. As a result, it seems that the higher value of
this parameter can reduce the total cost more efficiently.

TABLE 1. The instances for test problem
NO.
NO. Types of
Classification Instance nurses vehicles patients
(N )
(K)
(M )

Factor

Maximum
number
of
iterations
of LB

SP1

2

2

10

5

SP2

3

2

25

5

SP3

4

3

40

15

SP4

6

3

65

20

MP5

8

3

80

50

MP6

8

4

85

50

MP7

9

5

95

60

MP8

10

5

100

70

Number of cases

PEN

Z

LP9

12

6

120

80

C1

1.5

10959

LP10

15

6

150

90

C2

2.5

12292.33

LP11

16

7

160

90

C3

3.5

13625.67

LP12

20

8

200

100

C4

4.5

14959

Small

TABLE 4. Sensitivity analyses on the penalty value for
overall traveled distance of the tour of nurses

Medium

Large

TABLE 3. The results of problem (OUT=the average of solutions; CPU=the computational time based second)
Algorithm

LB

SP1

SP2

SP3

SP4

MP5

MP6

MP7

MP8

LP9

LP10

LP11

LP12

OUT

3255

5033

5433

7264

7751

7988

8952

9548

9986

10609

10954

12382

Feasibility













-

-

-

-

-

-

CPU

10.86

12.54

25.71

78.42

162.67

186.88

481.64

768.89

1367.9

1712

1763

2084

Total cost
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Journal of Cleaner Production, Vol. 196, (2018), 273-296.

8.

Rasmussen, M.S., Justesen, T., Dohn, A. and Larsen, J., "The
home care crew scheduling problem: Preference-based visit
clustering and temporal dependencies", European Journal of
Operational Research, Vol. 219, No. 3, (2012), 598-610.

9.

Nickel, S., Schröder, M. and Steeg, J., "Mid-term and short-term
planning support for home health care services", European
Journal of Operational Research, Vol. 219, No. 3, (2012),
574-587.

10.

Liu, R., Xie, X., Augusto, V. and Rodriguez, C., "Heuristic
algorithms for a vehicle routing problem with simultaneous
delivery and pickup and time windows in home health care",
European Journal of Operational Research, Vol. 230, No. 3,
(2013), 475-486.

11.

Mankowska, D.S., Meisel, F. and Bierwirth, C., "The home
health care routing and scheduling problem with interdependent
services", Health Care Management Science, Vol. 17, No. 1,
(2014), 15-30.

12.

Hiermann, G., Prandtstetter, M., Rendl, A., Puchinger, J. and
Raidl, G.R., "Metaheuristics for solving a multimodal homehealthcare scheduling problem", Central European Journal of
Operations Research, Vol. 23, No. 1, (2015), 89-113.

13.

Fikar, C. and Hirsch, P., "A matheuristic for routing real-world
home service transport systems facilitating walking", Journal of
Cleaner Production, Vol. 105, (2015), 300-310.

14.

Cappanera, P., Scutellà, M.G., Nervi, F. and Galli, L., "Demand
uncertainty in robust home care optimization", Omega, Vol. 80,
(2018), 95-110.

15.

Dukkanci, O. and Kara, B.Y., "Routing and scheduling decisions
in the hierarchical hub location problem", Computers &
Operations Research, Vol. 85, (2017), 45-57.

16.

Mestria, M., "New hybrid heuristic algorithm for the clustered
traveling salesman problem", Computers & Industrial
Engineering, Vol. 116, (2018), 1-12.

17.

Golshahi-Roudbaneh, A., Hajiaghaei-Keshteli, M. and Paydar,
M.M., "Developing a lower bound and strong heuristics for a
truck scheduling problem in a cross-docking center",
Knowledge-Based Systems, Vol. 129, (2017), 17-38.

C4

Number of cases

Figure 3. Behavior of objective function for the sensitivity
analyses on the overall traveled distance

5.DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study proposed a new formulation in the area of
home health care considering a policy for overall
distance by different type of vehicles. Another main
innovation of this study was tooffer a lower bound for
the problem by a Lagrangian relaxation-based algorithm
updating both lower bound and upper bound to achieve
a solution, which has both optimality and feasibility.
The algorithm was tuned by Taguchi experiments to set
a proper value for parameters. Finally, the results
discussions along with the sensitivity analyses on the
key parameters of model were performed, satisfactorily.
For future studies, the proposed mathematical
formulation may be expanded by some other new
suppositions in this research area. For example, the
patients’ inconvenience may be suggested to add into
the formulation. Considering the cross-docking
operations into the constraint is recommended as well.
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چکیده

 با توجه به این موضوع مجعیت افراد. یک رشد سریعی در نرخ امید به زندگی در کشورهای توسعه یافته دیده می شد،امروزه
 خانه های ساملندان به مهراه کمک های پزشکی در یک نرخ، تعداد بیمارستان ها، از نگاهی دیگر.کهنسال افزایش یافته است
 عملیات مربوط به سالمت مراقبت خانگی شامل تعدادی پرستار و بیماران می شود که در، از این رو.مشابه افزایش نیافته است
سال های اخری توسط مراکز دانشگاهی و مشارکان سالمت برای در نظر گرفنت متایالت افراد مسن برای دریافت خدمات مراقبتی
 برای کاهش کاستی های کارهای قبلی اجنام شده.در خانه ی خود به جای بیمارستان یا خانه های ساملندان گسرتش یافته است
 این مقاله نه تنها یک مدل جدید را با فرضیات جدید در این حوزه معرفی میکند بلکه یک روش،و کاربردی کردن این مساله
 ساختار اصلی الگوریتم استفاده شده برای پر.حل مبتنی بر الگوریتم آزاد سازی الگرانژین برای اولنی بار به کار گرفته شده است
کردن فاصله بنی حد پاینی و حد باالی مساله به منظور پیدا کردن یک جواب که مشخصه های شدنی بودن و هبینگی را داشته
 نتایج نشان از کارایی الگوریتم پیشنهادی که با معیار های خمتلف مورد حتلیل قرار، با تولید جمموعه ای از مثال های عددی.باشد
. اثر خبشی مدل توسعه یافته شده با حتلیل حساسیت های گوناگون را نشان می دهد،گرفته و هم چننی
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